AGENDA
POLICY COUNCIL
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
January 30, 2013
1:00 – 3:00 p.m.
School of Education
IUB - Room 2140
IUPUI - Room 3138E

I. Approval of the Minutes from December 12, 2012 Meeting (13.34 M)

II. Announcements and Discussions
   Dean’s Report

   Agenda Committee
   Spring Faculty Meeting—April 26, 2013 10:00 a.m.

III. Old Business
   Diversity Topic presenter -- Stephanie Power Carter

IV. New Business
   13.36 - IUPUI Proposal Allocation of Faculty time
   13.37 - IUPUI Proposal for University Teaching of Graduate Students
   13.38 - IUPUI Proposal for Faculty Annual Review
   13.39 – IUPUI Non-Tenure-Track Faculty Voting Proposal
   13.40 - Discontinue M.A.T. in Social Studies
   13.41 - IUPUI Proposed change for Masters in Education – Technology Focus to
           Masters in Elementary Education with the Focus on Technology and Masters in
           Secondary Education with the Focus on Technology
   13.42 - Proposal for Doctoral Minor in Adult Education
   13.43 - Proposal from CoTE regarding Degree Closure Strategy